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Studying your own design and making the experiment
begins an unfolding and a re-identification, a different
description of your experience, both in the present and also
in looking back on what's happened during your life. The
Basic training is the most direct and concise way to meet
these elements, language and applications of the Human
Design System for studying yourself and others. The course
has two main parts: the first part deals with what's on a
chart, while the second part introduces reading the lines of
the Rave I'Ching and the ephemeris.

There are four Basic trainings scheduled in the next month.
(See schedule on back side.) There is also a convenient cor
respondence version.

Special Basic Training Sign Up! See enclosed coupon.
The next Analyst training begins April 1. If you have yet

to order the Advanced training, now's the time. This study
program prepares you to speak in the language of Design,
and gives lots of lesson sheets to practice and review. It's
good to have a month to prepare, if you aren't yet familiar
with all the gate and channel names and their keynotes. 

With Martin Grassinger's upcoming classes we're
presenting the first step in what we plan to be an ongoing
opportunity for experienced Human Design professionals to
present their own valuable findings and teach in the settings
of the Human Design School. Martin was one of Ra's original
students and then among the very first teachers and analyst
trainers. This is his first time in America.

Another first we're pleased to announce is the Analyst
Symposium, following Martin's classes in Taos, April 14–16.
This is not a class but rather a conference for analysts to
discuss topics important for everyone who works or wants to
work professionally with Human Design. There will be
guided discussions during the gathering, as well as time for
an open forum. Attendees can make presentations or sug
gest topics and themes they feel need addressing, such as
What Belongs in A Reading? How Do You Describe the Four
Types? How Do You Present the Profile in a Reading? How
Should the Lines be Read? What Really Works to Develop a
Client Base? What would The Popularization of Design Mean
for Analysts? The main objective of the gathering is to

Martin's classes in Taos
This year's Human Design School training program hosts

Martin Grassinger, a Human Design analyst trainer based in
Hamburg, Germany. His is a special synthesis, integrating
his professional work as a holistic health practitioner with
eight years of intense Human Design System study. 

With a profound
perception on how the bi
ology functions through the
Rave, his descriptions of
the centers and circuitry
allow students to see the
chart in a whole new light.

These classes are highly
recommended for analysts
and trainees looking to
enhance their reading skills
and gain insight into every
chart, their own as well as
other people's.

Open to all students
with an HD Basic education.
Advanced training is helpful, as knowledge of the circuits is
assumed.
Applied Circuitry    April 7–9, 2000

In the energetic flows of the circuits we can see the vari
ous mechanics of  the physical body. This class applies
advanced understanding of circuitry to look at someone's
chart and adds new keynotes to the centers as they relate to
the energetic system of the body.
The Planetary Key    April 11–13, 2000

The Planetary Key is a new and very exciting way to look
at the planets and their significance in an individual chart.
Based on both physical and psychological elements, this
technique has been developed by Martin in recent years.

Both of these classes are given for the first time in
America. Don't miss the beginning of an ongoing journey
into Martin's fascinating applications of Human Design.

Martin is also available for individual sessions from April
1 to 16. Call for more info and to book an appointment.

Martin Grassinger
December 29, 1955, 13:45 GMT
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date  location  course  teacher  description  price  footnote

Feb 25–27   Los Angeles, CA  Basic training  Suzanne  mechanics and language  $400  1

March 10–12  San Diego, CA  Basic training  Chetan  mechanics and language  $400  1

March 10–12   Sedona, AZ  Basic training  Chiara  mechanics and language  $400  1

Mar 31–April 2  Jackson, WY  Basic training  Georgia  mechanics and language  $400  1

April 1–5  Taos, NM  Analyst training  Zeno  the Reading as a formula  $600  3

April 7–9  Taos, NM  Applied Circuitry  Martin  the energetics of the centers  $380  2

April 11–13  Taos, NM  The Planetary Key  Martin  a different look at the planets  $380  2

April 14–16  Taos NM  Analyst Symposium  NSSA  experiment  insight  experience  $50/$100  4

symposium  sym·po·si·um (plural sym·po·si·ums or sym·po·si·a) noun 
1.  formal meeting for discussion of subject: a formal meeting held for the

discussion of a particular subject and during which individuals may make
presentations 

2.  PUBLISHING published collection of opinions: a published collection of
opinions or writings on a subject, often in a periodical 

3.  HISTORY drinking party in ancient Greece: a drinking party in ancient
Greece, usually with music and philosophical conversation 

[Late 16th century. Via Latin from Greek sumposion “drinking  party,” from sumpotes
“fellow drinker,” from potes “drinker.”]
- sym·po·si·ac, adjective 

forum  fo·rum (plural fo·rums or fora) noun 
1.  place to express yourself: a medium, for example, a magazine or

newspaper, in which the public may debate an issue or express opinions 
2.  meeting for discussion: a meeting to discuss matters of general interest 
3.  HISTORY public square in Roman cities: a public square or marketplace in

ancient Roman cities where business was conducted and the law courts
were situated 

4.  LAW law court: a law court or tribunal 
5.  COMPUTING Internet discussion group: an Internet discussion group for

participants with common interests
[15th century. From Latin, literally “outdoor place,” denoting an enclosed space
around a house, later a marketplace. Ultimately from an Indo-European word that
was the ancestor of English door and foreign.] 

from MS Encarta English Dictionary
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Accommodations in Taos
Book your accommodations early for the best rates. 

Call Cheryl at 800 2588436, or email delnorte@laplaza.org for sharing
great houses with other students at an unbeatable price.

The Ramada Inn at 800 6598267 offers corporate rates for HD students.

Footnotes

Discount

1  Preregistration with NSSA with downpayment of
$100. Required materials: The Rave I'Ching, 
2000 pocket ephemeris ($66, incl. shipping)

2  prerequisite Basic education, Advanced
recommended

3  prerequisite Advanced education
4  Licensed analysts $50, analyst trainees $100
•  No recording permitted
•  Add 6.3% NM tax to Taos trainings

For Taos trainings 5% discount for full payment
received three weeks before course start.

develop a deeper understanding of analysis, proficient use
of language and a more professional standard. This is a
much-needed and welcomed opportunity for analysts to
listen to their peers and to share their discoveries and the
tools they've developed. Everybody with a Human Design
School Analyst education is welcome to participate.

Please call, write or email for any class, travel or accom
modation questions. When possible, book early.

1999 Awards
CHETAN

~  Top Human Design Basic Teacher 1999  ~
CAROLYN FORD

~  Top Human Design Analyst 1999  ~
They may attend one of Martin's classes free of charge.


